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DEFENCE, &c.

»i®i®i©i®i<nss>i®i®i'?>i^

That our country is at present labouring

under very considerable and general distress,

no man can doubt. To whatever remote

causes this to be lamented effect ought to

be attributed, it is immediately produced

by the sudden change from a long-con-

tinued W^r to Peace, and the various con-

sequences arising out of that change.

—

Distresses, whether more felt or not, are

always most noticed in and by the poorer

classes. At a time when such is unhappily

our situation, and when mischievous and

ill-designing persons are endeavouring to

avail themselves of it, in order to stir up
those poorer classes against the established

Constitution and system of their Country,

which so eminently protects them, I take

up my pen, in the hopes of guarding my fel-

low subjects against one fallacious and mis-

chievous cry by which it is at this time

B2
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attempted to misguide them. It is not my
intention in this short treatise to defend or

condemn the present or any other Adminis-

tration, or to argue that all the French Re-

volutionary Governments terminating in the

despotism of Napoleon Bonaparte, did or

did not aim at the ruin of the British Em-
pire and the misery of the People of Great

Britain and Ireland. These topics I leave

to the impartial consideration of all con-

cerned and interested.

The object of my attack (if the defence of

what is established against something un-

known and untried can be called so), is a pro-

posed measure commonly distinguished by

the appellation of ParlicDnentary Reform,

As far as I understand the language of

the advocates for this measure (many of

whom I sincerely believe to mean wel],

but some to be the most pernicious of

Demagogues), they approve our Monarchy

and admit our Constitution of Government

to be good. I am not sure if they hav<f

not declared it to be the best now in exist-

ence. Whether I am right in these sup-

positions, or either of them, I shall doubt-

less be told ; but whether I am or not,

I hesitate not to assert, that in my own

opinion, the present Constitution of
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Government prevalent in Great Britain is

practically the best that does, or ever has

existed. To demonstrate this, I readily

allow is difficult from the nature of the

proposition; but presumptively to prove it

is easy. Thus: More actual liberty is en-

joyed under our happily mixed, and limited

Monarchy, than under any other Govern-

ment in Europe. That is, there is more at-

tention to the poorer classes, and less power

of oppression in the Government over the

people, or in the higher classes over the

lower; more general protection of individual

rights ; less invidious distinction between

the privileged and other orders ; more easy

attainment of superior riches and rank; suf-

ficient dignity and respectability without

too much power in the Church : In short,

nearly every thing which can reasonably be

wished for, subject doubtless, and daily, to

deterioration from lapse of time, adven-

titious events, and the tendency in all

worldly things unamended to disimprove.

These last observations nray be considered

by Parliamentary Reformers as an admis-

sion against my own, and in favour of tlieir

argument ; I do not thiidv. that they are so,

and make them deliberately and sincerely.

The Friends of Parliamenlarv Reform
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will mistake me indeed, if because I am a

coiisciencious opposer of their favourite

measure, they should suppose me an enemy

to Reform. Without occasional Reforms

and re-approaching to first principles, every

human institution must gradually decay,

and ultimately be dissolved, just as the

human body without wholesome food to

nourish it must be destroyed. But then, in

any projected public amendment, we ought

to be sure we are re-approaching to such first

principles, and not substituting in their

place novel and visionary systems. Be-

cause the human body requires wholesome

food in moderate quantities, it neither re-

quires to be fed with poison nor to be stuf-

fed and overloaded with an immoderate

quantity of otherwise wholesome nourish-

ment. Is that body sick? clear away the

obstructions that oppress it, but do not at-

tempt to re-organize it, since its texture as

ordained by the Almighty, must be better

woven and more calculated to preserve

health than any we are likely to invent or

subsitute in its place. I am aware that it

might be objected to this last argument and

allusion of mine, that it is absurd in the

manner I have done, to compare a texture

woven by Providence with one of human
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workmanship and invention—the constitu-

tion of a human body witii that of a State.

To which I reply—This last observation,

which I suggest as likely to be urged against

my own argument, is sound against the ar-

guments of those, who think that the Con-
stitution of a State can be moulded at will

by human hands, or devised at once by hu-

man intellect. I think quite otherwise.

—

From the earliest periods of maturity, I

theoretically judged otherwise : namely,

that time, habit and attachment, still more
arising from the dispensations of Provi-

dence than the act of man, are requisite ef-

fectually to substantiate and firmly to es-

tablish a Constitution of Government. —
Such were my sentiments when at the age

of one and twenty, I took my seat in the

House of Commons; which have since been

fully confirmed by thirty-five years' service

in Parliament, and some knowledge of, and

observation on the public events which have

taken place during that period ; and on the

principles arising from these sentiments, I

liave invariably voted against Parliamentary

Reform, experience of those years having,

to my judgment, unquestionably and prac-

tically confirmed opinions which reason ori-

ginally imprinted on my mind. AVhat is
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Government but the art or power of ma-
naging mankind unable to manage them-

selves ? What is good Government but the

art or power of managing mankind for their

own real good, to the honour of God, and

promotion of religion, virtue, and happi-

ness ? Unless liberty furthers these objects,

it is at best an empty name, but more likely

a cloak for licentiousness. On these prin-

ciples let us take a view of the proposed

measure of Parliamentary Reform, as far

as we can reduce it within the scope of our

observation. It is a proposed radical

change in the construction of the most

powerful branch of the Legislature. Had
I judged ill of the British Constitution, I

should have feared such a radical change, at

once, wdiich I am convinced could even in

such a case only have been beneficially ef-

fected by degrees, assimilating the changes

gradually to the body on which they are to

operate ; but I judge well of the British

Constitution, and the better part of the Re-

formers judge well of it also, though per-

haps not quite so highly as I do, or as they

themselves may have occasion hereafter to

judge of it, if, like the old man supported

by a staff, they should in an ill hour be

persuaded to throw that staff away : thg
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staff has no merit in itself, it is only meri--

torious as it is useful. The same may be said

of the form in which British Representation

is constructed : not because it is so con-

structed, but because it produces good is it

meritorious. Whatever our present dis-

tress, and whether or not caused in any

degree by misconduct or impolicy of our

Ministers during periods of great perplex-

ity, has not the present state of the re-

presentation borne us through difficulties

and dangers apparently insurmountable, and

preserved our freedom and ijidependence ?

That these times are productive of many
public and private evils, and those very ge-

nerally suffered, I have admitted, and both

feel and lament. But ought we to expect

every thin*^? We have not been fi«:htino;

for aggrandizement ; we have fought for in-

dependence, and we have preserved it, and

in doing so re-established the military glory

of Britain. Ought we not to submit to

some temporary deprivations for siich ob-

jects ? Is it not rcpiuing (irreligious and

unmanly repining), to be discontented with

what under Providence we have so nor)ly

preserved ? Is it not madness and folly of

the highest pitch, in a momeiit of spleen to

throw away the very foundation on wiiicii,
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in spite of enemies, we have re-erected our

independence and glory r And on which,

judi^ing of the future by the past, if wise

enough to retain andclierish it, we shall pro-

bably restore every other species of worldly

prosperity, for which the hardy Sons of

Britain (when honourably called upon), can

as gallantly and perseveringly contend as

even for their existence. This foundation,

on which we rest, this staff that supports us,

which some would so wantonly throw away,

is ourConstitution as it now stands, of which

the House of Commons, as now actually

constituted, is a most essential part, ^^^hy,

since it has so well answered its great pur-

pose, should we change it ? Before I con-

sent to do so, I must first be convinced that

such change will necessarily produce very

great public good. Now what is the pub-

lic good held forth? I do not precisely

know, but I surmise, or have heard occa-

sionally, one topic in favour of such change

to be, that it is to render the representation

of the people equal, or more equal than it

now is. In order to persuade me that there

is a sufficient reason for throwing away an

excellent thing we already possess, you must

convince me that equalizing the Repre-

sentation would certainly be a great and
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practical improvement. Equalizing pro-

perty, equalizing rank, equalizing power,

generally equalizing mankind, is by most

men held to be impracticable ; contrary to

the order of the universe and the nature

of man, who is naturally unequal to lii^

fellow man in mental and bodily faculties,

and by nature calculated and intended for

inequality of political power.

Are these things doubted ? Are they not

agreeable to common sense? Have they

not been proved by constant experience ?

And has not the late mad attempt to estab-

lish equality in France peculiarly and un-

questionably manifested its shocking and

mischievous absurdity.—An attempt to es-

tablish natural and political equality in

man then is absurd : why should it be wise

to aim at it in the representation of man?
Unless there is some cabalistical excellence

in the word cqual'itx}^ which I believe has

been pretty clearly found not to be the case,

I can see no good reason why Representa-

tion should be better by being rendered

equal. If I am referred to a maxim once

much in voi^uc—that no Briton ouiiht to

be taxed without being represented—I ad-

mit it to be one excellent principle of the

J3ritishConstitution,that the subject cannot
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be taxed but by bodies of men interested

to promote the good of the country, and

consequently not to tax tlie subjects of that

country but for their own good. This con-

stitutes virtual Representation, and pro-

duces every advantage which could be the-

oretically expected from actual or equal

Representation.

One great evil, however, arising from the

present state of our Representation it is said

is—that we are heavily taxed. That this

(:ountry is most heavily taxed is certainly

much to be regretted, but it does not follow

because we are heavily taxed, that we are

improperly taxed . If the weight of taxation

we labour under has preserved our inde-

pendence, if without it we could not have

preserved our independence, it is well laid,

and can only be considered as the price for

that blessing, and cannot be considered as

too high a price. If, on the contrary, it has

been unnecessarily laid upon us, it is in the

strictest sense a heavy grievance ; but even

in such case every man who judges with

coolness and impartiality, will consider the

dangers we have been struggling against,

threatening our existence as a nation, and

be ultimately unwilling to condemn exer-

tions, which if not actually necessary, might
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honestly appear to be so to our Rulers, who

could not justify doing less than appeared

to their judgment necessary for the salvation

of the country. Upon this subject how-

different have been the bona Jide opinions of

great politicians, and how doubtful are the

merits of the question now, whether we

could have had a safe Peace with France

until the overthrow of her revolutionary

strength and system. To these remarks I

have only to add, that under the present

Representation of the People, which has

laid ouf burthens upon us, we have over-

turned that revolutionary strength and sys-

tem, and have preserved our independence.

The policy of our Representatives then

may be doubted, but it cannot be proved

to have been unwise, unless you can prove

that Britain would have been unsubdued by

France without the exertions she has made ;

at any rate the sincere intentions of our

Representatives to promote the good of

their countrv appear to my understanding

unquestionable, and they have preserved us

with means of re-attaining j)rosperity, al-

though not perhaps of immediately enjo}'-

ing it.

With all our well founded hostilitv lo

despotism,, it rests only on the ground, that
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man by nature is too frail to be entrusted

vvitli it, almost always abusing it. We fear

]iot despotism in God : in fact it cannot

subsist in Him ; because God is perfect,

consequently wise, just, benevolent, and

merciful, and must govern accordingl}^ not

despotically; which last term implies go-

verning not a loved creature or subject, but

a despised, perhaps hated slave. Now the

very same principle which justly condemns

despotism, proves the necessity of Govern-

ment in Human Societies, viz.—the frailty

of man, who cannot, of mere "svill, -well

govern others or himself: which assertion

being incontestible, what ought to be the

texture of Human Government?—such, I

contend, as must decidedly incline to

produce the real good of the governed.

—Such Government approaches the near-

est to God's Government. But does it

follow of course that the approximation in

kind to God's Crovernment (which must

be good government,) is to be produced

by equality of Representation, or by equa-

lity in any thing else ? Prove your pro-

position, Parliamentary Reformers, and I

submit ; but expect me not to submit to

your gratis dictum, or mere assumption of

an unproved fact, or upon such grounds, to
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become in effect the worst of rebels, because

endeavourinij; to overthrow the best consti-

tilted of Governments. That an attempt

to introduce human equality is mischievous,

has been pretty clearly proved by the French

Revolution of late years. The reverse fact

that to avoid any attempt at Equality in

Human Institutions is good, has been

pretty strongly shown by the British Revo-

lution of 1688. the leaders of which, among

other acts of wise and moral forbearance in

preserving the Religion and Liberty of Bri-

tain, meddled not with the Representa-

tion established by law and ancient usage,

much less introduced into it Equality.

But our ancestors in 1(J88, Parliamentary

Reformers tell us did not 2^0 half far enouiili.

The good they did to their country, and to

us their descendants, bv doiniij what thcv

did, and stopping where they stopped, we

know experimentally, by the liberty and

good Government we have since enjoyed:

the evil they would have done, had they

gone further, we may conjecture on pretty

strong foundations, from the miseries and

despotism produced by such conduct in

France.

These miseries and that despotism are the

Parliamentary Reformers (many iimocently
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and through error, but some intentionally)^

now preparing for us ; and against being

deluded by their folly or their wiles it is,

tjiat I wish to sound the warning voice.

—jMan is a compound of wisdom and folly :

his wisdom I could dilate upon, were it

consonant to my present object; but that

is to guard against his folly. It is the

height of folly to suppose that equality

in Representation will necessarily produce

good. The very necessity of Representation

at all in a great State, implies that the

w hole bulk of the nation cannot determine

for themselves, who send Representatives,

that a comparatively small number may
do that which a vast number cannot do :

namely, provide laws and regulations for

the well governing the society or com-

munity. What is required as to the mode
of electing such Representatives ? To be

chosen equally ? No 1 but to be so chosen

that they must have every possible induce-

ment to consult and provide for the good of

the community.

If Government is instituted because men
cannot govern themselves—if Government
is instituted with a view to the good of the

governed—if men unable to govern them-

selves are still less able to govern others of
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mere will—ought not Government to be

constituted so that the men who compose it

should have every inducement, every spur

which the mind of man is capable of being

subjected to, to seek the good of the go-

verned ? Will equal Representation produce

this happy consequence.

If man is such as I have described him,

. such as the Parliamentary Reformers must

admit him to be on some of their own prin-

ciples, such as the fact is evident that he is,

a creature for the most part unable wxU to

govern either himself or others o^ mere will,

what an extraordinary recipe for the cure of

bad Government, or the improvement ofgood

must a system be, the actual and avowed

object of which is, as far as possible, to render

the mere will of the most ignorant men of the

community the criterion of Government ?

Such was the soverei2;n will of the French

people, which we have not all of us forgot-

ten, and such must be the sovereign will of

any people. Is it not likely, if according

to the plan of the most ardent, and in

some respects I must admit, the most con-

sistent of the Parliamentary Reformers,

equal Representation was substituted in

the place of the present Representation in

the House of Commons, that that House,

C
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wholly purged, if you will, from all influ-

ence of the Crown, of the Nobles, and of

every species of Aristocracy, elected merely

by the mass of the people, would necessarily,

like every other torrent unresisted, over-

whelm whatever it met with in its tremen-

dous advance, and that the first sacrifices to

equal Representation would be the King,

the Lords, and the Church, and with them

the so much boasted Constitution of Bri-

tain ? The horrors to follow, you may read

in the history of the French Revolution ;

but our conduct in such a deplorable case

would incur the additional blot, thatwhereas

France exchanged a previous arbitrary Go-
vernment for their miseries, we should have

sacrificed to ours a Government the best

constituted in the world, the work of ages,

under Providence the work of the wisdom

and virtue of ages, the most valuable legacy

that was ever left by ancestors to their pos-

terity, the source ofmore blessings than are

enjoyed, or ever have been enjoyed, by any

other nation on earth.

The picture is not over-painted : the prin-

ciple that the will of the people is all in all,

which is that of universal suftVage, being

once established, what mere excrescences

in the Constitution, must the King and
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Lords appear, and an House of Commons
elected by a majority of the lowest mem-
bers of society, I suppose to be annually

re-elected by the same description of per-

sons, could neither want the inclination,

or avoid the necessity of annihilating the

higher ranks, so uncongenial to their equal-

izing system. If the inclination of an

House of Commons so constructed did not

induce them to do this, which backed by

the mob, they must have power to do, the

necessity of complying with the will and

inclination of their Constituents, must

oblige them to effect it. If theory is on my
side, in France you have seen the practice.

Could the Parliamentary Reformers have a

chance of establishing their own system, bad

as I may judge it, they might have some-

thing to say for their proposed Reform ; but

they have none: it must end, and that soon,

in the despotism of one, after numerous in-

termediate evils. But, exclaim the moderate

Parliamentary Reformers, we mean no such

thing as universal suffrage. You may not

mean it, but if you overturn the present

Representation in Parliament, you must

have it, as the ladder by which some future

despot will ascend. What other principle

have you on which to erect your change ?

C2
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More members for counties say some, more

members for large cities say others, more

Aveight to population, more weight to the

landed, more weight to the commercial in-

terest exclaim many and various persons.

How can these all agree, and what can this

end in if the serpent be not crushed in

his egg,but in universal suffrage? The pro-

gress of this theory is as clear as that two

and two make four, and its results as certain.

To destroy and not to build is its object,

and destruction must be its consequence.

To abolish Corruption we are told is the

object of Parliamentary Reform. Corrup-

tion and venality, like other vicious tenden-

cies, cannot be eradicated from the mind of

man, till you abolish the effects of the Fall,

or whatever else has implanted in us a ten-

dency to vice. Is there more corruption

and venality in Great Britain than in other

countries ? I affirm much less.—Do not our

wives manifest more delicate chastity, and

our judges more inflexible integrity than

you will meet with elsewhere in Europe r

or in America? or in the east? or in thf

south r but Voters for ^Members of Parlia-

ment, and Members of Parliament them-

selves are venal : I contend not there is no

venality in Great Britain : but on the
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contrary, that there must be more or less

venality in every human society, until you

can alter the nature of man ; but I really

think there is less corruption of manners

inducing amongst other evils venality in

Great Britain, than in other countries, and

I have alluded to grounds for my opinion.

—

Is there less genuine Relii^ion amongst us

than amongst others ? Amidst some enthu-

siasm and absurdity, more through the abuse

of liberty than the want of it, I believe

there is more genuine Religion in Great

Britain than in all the Continent of Eu-

rope, and that this last fact Avill hardly be

contested. We have certainly less mum-
mery of Religion than elsewhere, and just

in proportion to the absence of false Reli-

gion has true Relis^ion flourished in the

world, excepting in one solitary instance, a

moment of extreme convulsion, the result

of something very like general Parliamen-

tary Reform, when the horrible but mad
attempt Avas made to abolish all Religion.

—

Some who have lately figured at the meetings

for Parliamentary Reform have honestly told

the moderate Reformers of that description,

in eft'ect, that they are either fools or rogues

;

in this one opinion I cannot wholly disagree

with these more violent Reformers. To
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change an Established Constitution on no

principle is folly, and so dangerous a folly,

that Icannotconceiveany foundation forsuch

an attempt but infatuation or dishonesty, and

if you will have a principle, there is none

but Universal Suffrage and Equal Repre-

sentation, which once having you will very

soon be without any Suffrage or Represen-

tation at all, or any other Civil Rights.

—

Madmen, then stop in your wild career

;

respect the wisdom ; respect the virtue

:

respect the blood of your ancestors, who
exerted the two former and shed the latter

to obtain for you your present excellent

free practical Constitution of Government,

building on old foundations, and only

changing or amending what was obviously

and practically bad. They knew that a

Constitution was not to be made in a

day. Habits, attachments, interests, as I

have already said, must be favourable to a

system of Government, or it has little chance

of standing. Remove the Government you

are attached to—you derive advantage from

—you are used to—for something new, and

the chances are a million to one you have

soon no Government at all : this is j ust what

the demagogues wish—let all Government

be at an end, and they may hope to rise in
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the scramble, and establish a despotism of

their own on the necks both of Aristocracy

and People.

In the whole country enough will be

found who have neither Property nor Cha-

racter, nor any thing else to lose, who will

readily join and support the scramble, for

the chance of gaining something in the

end, in the mean time enjoying the robbery,

and plunder, and devastation which will be

gratifying to all the worst of passions, but

misery to the good and wise ; to those who

have property or families ; to those who
wish to live as intellectual creatures, and not

mere animals, or worse than brutes. The
scramble must end ere long, and Despotism

succeed, the cure of anarchy and scourge

of mankind. Then O Parliamentary Re-

formers, who mean your Country's good,

what will you have gained, and at what ex-

pense ? Even the villainous amongst you

will most of them have met with their de-

serts by perishing in misery and disgrace.

But to them I addrCss myself not : a short

address I make to those of you who mean
well, which I doubt not are many, and it is

this :—for God's sake think thoroughly be-

fore you act ; but to well informed Britons

in general I principally address myself, and
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to them I say—Consider whatMan is—what

Government is—and what the Government

of Great Britain at this moment actually is.

Has that Government in your opinion gone

too far in the wars you have been engaged in?

Has it loaded you more with debt and taxes

thanyou think need have been ? Has it seem-

ed on some occasions not so attentive as it

ought to havebeen to your wants and distress-

es? Perhaps it may have been so; they aremen
who have composed your Government after

all, and the principles on which I so earnestly

caution you against destructive innovation

is, that men are frail, and that no system of

Equality is consistent with that frailty, but

in fact only calculated to stimulate and call

that frailty into action, and by flattering

you with the hopes of false liberty, to destroy

the true. This natural frailty of Man must

necessarily introduce itself into all human
Governments more or less ; it may have

done so, it must have done so into ours
;

but if less into ours than any other, shall

we throw away the substance for the shadow ?

The Substance is a Government that upon

the whole protects us in the enjoyment of

Civil Rights, of Religion, Morality, Pro-

perty, Security. The Shadow a Government

theoretically equal, that cannot protect us
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at all, but will leave us to be devoured by

wild beasts. Pause, Britons, and recal to

mind the motto of our ancestors :

><oIuinus leges Anglia; Mutari.

This does not mean that you should never

alter Laws : this is not the system of your

present Legislators, who are continually en-

deavouring to amend your Laws. In truth,

I think too much of this kind, rather than

too little, is the practice under your present

system of Legislation. But it is well in-

tended ; sometimes does good ; and when it

does not, but rather the contrary, the funda-

mentals ofyour Constitution are left sound,

and as long as that is the case you have the

^oq n» qca.
** The givc me on which I may

stand" of Archimedes, on which resting,

you may preserve your liberties, but which

being thrown away you must sink together

with them, and through your own fault.

Has the Parliament, as now constituted,

never reformed abuses ? Never saved the

Country and her Liberties ? What did she

even in the reprobated reign of Charles the

Second, in 1688, in 1715, in 1745, after

the American war, and during the French

Revolution ? Had she not, like a true pa-

rent, preserved you in these periods of dis-

tress, you would long ago have been a Pro-

vince of France.
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III policy then, if not in gratitude, pre-

serve her now, and where the motto justly

applies, say to the Parliamentary Reformers

Nolumus leges Anglise Mutari

;

as your ancestors nobly said to the Church

when she threatened the liberties of their

Country which your Parliamentary Reform-

ers are doin^ at this time. Reformers have

their decoys now, as the Church had then;

may it be hereafter said that with equal

wisdom and resolution we withstood the

intrigues of both : Those of a foreign

Church as it were naturalized, and of native

enemies, each disguising under sophistry

and a pretence of public good, the deadly

blow they have been respectively aiming

at our country. But I mark a wrong

quarry, and therefore shoot in vain, I may
be told. The object of Parliamentary Re-

formers is to restore the Constitution to its

ancient and original simplicity and purity;

that is not to make a new Constitution, but

to restore the old, not to change but to re-

establish, and when they say give us our

Rights, they do not mean theoretical new

Rights, as was the case with the French,

but old-established Rights, of which they

have been unjustly deprived. This cer-

tainly would alter the question, but let us
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examine upon what grounds the above

assertion rests. It is of consequence to both

sides to do so. Before the Revolution of

1688, Parliaments once called continued

Parliaments with all the powers of Legisla-

tion until dissolved by the Crown. At the

Revolution they were rendered triennial;

that is to say, an act was passed which

ipsofacto dissolved them at the end of three

years from their commencement, if not sooner

dissolved by the Crown. A sincere desire

practically to gratify the People in every

wish which seemed to have reason in it,

occasioned this arrani>ement. The Second

Parliament of Charles the Second, which

continued for the protracted term of eigh-

teen years, had been too subservient to the

Crown, and the long Parliament of Charles

the First had destroyed the Constitution.

These were strong facts ; practical amend-

ment seemed requisite ; and no other pre-

sented itself to our Constitutional Ances-

tors, but that of fixing a period beyond

which no Parliament should be capable of

sitting or continuing. The only remaining

question was what that period should be ;

Three Years were fixed, and Parliaments

became Triennial. I do not know that I

can illustrate this subject better, than by
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transcribing Bishop Burnet's observations

thereon and statement thereof, as contained

in his History of his own Times.

Folio Edition, Vol. 2, Page 106.

*' When this failed (a Bill to exclude
*' ^Members of Parliament from Places), ano-

" ther attempt was made in the House of

" Lords ; in a Bill that was offered, enact-

** ing, that a Session of Parliament should
*' be held every year, and a new Parliament
'* be summoned every Third Year, and that

*' the present Parliament should be dis-

*' solved within a limited time. The Sta-

" tutes for Annual Parliaments in Kins: Ed-
'' ward the First and King Edward the

'' Third's time, are well known. But it is a

*' question whether the words ifneed be, falls

*' upon the whole Act, or only upon these

*' words, or oftiier; it is certain these Acts
*' were never observed ; and the non-ob-
*^ servance of them was never complained of

*' as a grievance. Nor did the famous Act
'' in King Charles the First's time carry the

" necessity of holding a Session further than

" to once in three years. Antiently, con-
'' sidering the haste and hurry in which Par-
" liaments sat. an Annual Parliament mi^ht
*' be no great inconvenience to the Nation.
*' But by reason of the slow method of
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** Sessions now, an Annual Parliament in

*' time of Peace would become a very insup-

*' portable grievance.

*' A Parliament of long continuance seem-

" ed to be very dangerous either to theCrown
*' or to the Nation : if the conjuncture

" and their proceedings gave them much
*' credit, they might grow very uneasy to the

*' Crown, as happened in Charles the First's

'' time ; or in another situation of affairs

*' they might be so practised upon by the

" Court, that they might give all the money
" and all the liberties of England up, when
*' they were to have a large share of the
** Money and weie to be made the instru-

" ments of tyranny, as it was in King
'* Charles the Second's time. It was like-

" wise hoped that frequent Parliaments
'* would put an end to the great expense
*' Candidates put themselves to in Elec-
" tions ; and that it would obliiie the Mem-
" bers to behave themselves so well, botli

•* with relation to the Public and in their

" jjrivate deportment, as to recommend
" them to their Electors at three year's end :

** Whereas, when a Parliament was to sit

" many years, Members covered with pri-

" vileges were apt to take great liberties,

** forget that they represented others, and
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'' took care only of themselves. So it was
'' tho-ught that England would have a truer

" Representative, when it was chosen anew
" every third year, than when it run on to

*' the end of a reign. All that was objected

*' against this was, that frequent Elec-
'' tions would make the Freeholders proud
"• and insolent, when they knew that appli-
'' cations must be made to them at the end
'' of three years : this would establish a

" faction in every body that had a right to

*' an Election ; and whereas now an Elec-
*'^ tion put men to a great charge all at once,

" then the charge must be perpetual all the
*^ three years, in laying in for a new Elec-

** tion, when it was known how soon it

" must come round."

The Bishop proceeds to state this BiU

passed both Houses, (this being in the year

16'93), and then goes on thus :

—

*' The King let the Bill lie for some time

" on the table, so that men's eyes and ex-

*' pectations were much fixed on the issue of

''it. But in conclusion he refused to pass

" it ; so the Session ended in ill humour.
'' The rejecting a Bill, though an unques-

*' tionable right of the Crown, has been so

*' seldom practised, that the two Houses are

*' apt to think, it an hardship when there is

'' a BiU denied."
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(Page 133.;

This was ill the followin<^ year, 16'94.

*' With the supply Bills, as the price

'* or bargain for them, the Bill for frequent

*' Parliaments went on ; it enacted that a
*^ new Parliament should be called txQYy

*' third year, and that the present Parlia-

*' ment should be dissolved before the First

** of January, 1695-6 ; and to this the Royal
'' assent was 2;iven. It was received with
*' great joy, many fancying that all their

" other Laws and Liberties were now the

*' more secure, since this was passed into a
'^ Law. Time must tell what effects it will

'' produce, whether it will put an end to the

" great corruption with which elections

*' were formerly managed, and to all those

** other practices that accompanied them.
'* Men that intended to sell their own votes
*' withindoors, spared no costs to buy the
*' votes of others at Elections. But now it

" was hoped we should see a Golden Age,
*' wherein the character men were in,

•' and reputation they had, would be the
'' prevailing consideration in Elections.

•' And by this means it was hoped, that our
" Constitution, in particular that part of
'' it which related to the House of Com-
" mons, would again recover both its
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'•'strength and reputation, which was now
" very much sunk ; for Corruption was so

" generally spread, that it was believed

*' every thing was carried by that method."

My first observation on these quotations

from Burnet is, that I feel myself much gra-

tified in havms so well agreed with him

respecting Parliaments indefinitely long, for

what I have said of the long Parliaments

in the reigns of Charles the First and Se-

cond, was written before I had recalled to

mind his sentiments respecting them, which

are obviously much the same as those I

had previously declared. I feel gratified in

having agreed with Bishop Burnet, because

though some failings are easilv discoverableO CD ^

in his character, I believe him to have been

an honest man, a Constitutional Whig, not

deficient in understanding, and certainly

much acquainted with the secrets and in-

trigues, as well as with the General History

of his own times, which he writes. He evi-

dently was not blind to the corruption of

those times, on which hedescants so severely;

I suspect myself, somewhat too severely ;

however, be that as it may, thinking ofthem

as he expresses himself, he seems very doubt-

ful of the efficacy of the Triennial Bill in

removing those corruptions, though so
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strongly impressed with the mischiefs which

had arisen from long indefinite Parliaments.

He was so doubtful (I think it may fairly

be inferred from his own observations on the

subject), because he feared other mischiefs

likely to arise from fixing so short a period

for the duration of Parliaments as Three

Years. Unless it would eradicate the source

of Bribery, unless it would extinguish Cor-

ruption in Electors, the measure was obvi-

ously liable to the objections he states to have

been urged against it ; and in fact those very

evils did flow from it, wdiich necessitated

that strong measure I admit (especially as

it affected the Parliament then in existence),

of afterwards prolonging the duration of

Parliaments, and rendering them Septen-

nial, as they now are. Had Triennial Par-

liaments been the birth-ri"ht of Eno:lish-

men, had they been an essential part of our

Old Constitution, I admit the Septennial

Act would not merelv have been a strong

measure, but a change and infringement of

the Constitution. But was it so ? Was the

Septennial Act any thing more in its spirit

than an amendment of a new Law, which

had been found to carry its principle too

far, without abandoning that principle ; the

Septennial Act as completely militating

D
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against the evils of an indefinitely long

Parliament as a Triennial, without being

liable to the opposite evils arising from eter-

nal canvass, which, with our eyes open,

and our understandings clear, need not be

insisted on ? But before I proceed further

in my statement or arguments, it is but fair

to Parliaments as now constituted to ob-

serve, that they have not only abridged the

former oppressive prerogatives of the Crown,

but have further done all in their power to

check Bribery in Elections, and also di-

vested themselves (the two Houses of the

Legislature I think I may venture to affirm),

of every part of that load of privileges

complained of by Bishop Burnet, which

was really oppressive, or the retaining of

which is not absolutely necessary or highly

beneficial to the Kingdom, by strengthening

and contributing to preserve its free Con-
stitution.

As to the Statutes in favour of Annual

Parliaments in the Tteij^n of the first Ed-
wards of the Norman line, the certainty

stated by Burnet that these Acts were never

observed, and that the non-observance of

them was never complained of as a griev-

ance, evidently contradicts the fact that

Annual Parliaments in any sense were an
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established and essential part of our ancient

Constitution, and the statement of our au-

thor in this respect is manifestly borne out

by history. Before the days of Edward the

First, according to Burnet, Annual Par-

liaments were in no sense a part of our Con-

stitution, for in as much as they were ever

rendered so (he says), they were first en-

acted ill Edward the First^s Reign. In or-

der to render them in any sense then part

of the Constitution (if there really was any

Statute relative to them in Edward the

First's time, which I cannot find in the

Statutes at Large), it was judged necessary

to re-enact the provision for Annual Par-

liaments in the Reign of Edward's Grand-

son, the Third of that name among the des-

cendants of William the First. And yet

this provision, even after the enactment of

this Statute, was not generally observed,

nor was its being omitted to be observed

complained of as a grievance, and in the

Reign of Charles the First was passed the

famous Act (as it is stiled by the Historian

of his own Times), which only at that pe-

riod rendered it necessary to have a Session

of Parliament once in Three Years, by no

means confining the duration of Parliaments

to any prescribed or enacted length of time;

D2
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such was the Triennial Act of Charles the

First ; and similar, certainly, was the An-
nual Act of Edward the Third, which is

thus concisely worded:

—

Statute Anno Quarto, Edward III. Cap 14.

'' Ensement est accorde que Parliament
'' soit tenu chescun an unefoitz on plus si

" mestier soit."

Item.—It is accorded that a Parliament

shall be holden every year once, and more

often if need be.

This Statute clearly does not enact that a

new Parliament shall be elected every year ;

but merely that a Parliament shall be held,

that is shall meet once, or oftener if need

be, every year.

Now I ask any fair or rational man whe-

ther it is restoring a Constitution of Go-

vernment to its ancient and original simpli-

city and purity, to render it that which it

never was, otherwise than by accident ; for

undoubtedly in ancient times many Parlia-

ments have been summoned and dissolved by

the King in the same year, but no instance

can be produced in which a Parliament

summoned by the King has been ipso facto

dissolved by virtue of any existing law, by

which it was rendered annual, or prohibited
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from continuing for more than a year ; or

wlien a Parliament has continued longer

than a year under and by virtue of one or

more Royal Prorogations, that any serious

or general complaint of a breach of the Con-

stitution has been made. Had a Parliament,

after the passing of the Triennial Act by King

^Villiam during his reign, or that of his suc-

cessor Queen Anne, sat beyond its legal term

of three years, is there any doubt of the ille-

gality of such a proceeding having been no-

ticed ? or, in like manner, after the passing

of the Septennial Act in the beginning of

the reign of George the First, should we
ever have quietly submitted, or should we
now submit to the continuance of a Parlia-

ment to the period of eight or more years ?

If the answer to these questions of mine is,

as it must be, a negative, is it possible to

believe that Annual Parliaments were here-

tofore part of the Constitution, as Septen-

nial are now ? and if they were not, the talk-

ing of the ancient purity and simplicity of

the Constitution being founded on such An-
nual Parliaments is nonsense or misrepresen-

tation. AV'hen it was neither advantageous

for King or People that a Parliament should

continue for more than or so much as a year,

it was dissolved sooner by Uoyal Prerogative,
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just as it now is, when reasons occur to thd

advisers of the Crown, that it should not sit

for more than one, two, or three years, or

any other period shorter than the seven, but

otherwise, till the Triennial Act of Kins
William passed, Parliaments continued to

sit indefinitely as to time, interrupted by

Koyal Prorogations ; the very existence of

the ancient power of the Crown, to declare

which, militates most forcibly against the idea

of legally established Annual Parliaments,

in the sense that New Parliaments should

be elected every year. In the obvious sense

of the statute of Edward the Third, that

Parliaments should meet once every year, or

oftener if need be, is not that now constantly

the case, and has it not been so for genera-

tions, though certainly not so in older

times ?

The simplicity of the times, not of the

Constitution, produced Annual Parliaments

formerly, as the complicated systems which

have since resulted out of the more intri-

cate politics of later years have so length-

ened the duration of Parliaments, as to

require a fixed period being put by Law to

the possibility of their duration. The prin-

ciple was practically good, and therefore a

fit Amendment to be engi'afted into the
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Constitution ; but the mode of carrying the

principle into effect was found practically

productive of inconvenience and mischief,

because the period fixed was too short, and

therefore it was lengthened. Such are the

grounds on which, with the heartiest good

wishes to my country, I am desirous th.at

her Legislature always should act, steadily

pursuing practical good ; for the blessings

of our established Constitution are actual,

not imaginary, as they are the produce of

practical wisdom, not theoretical nonsense.

It is not, certainly, because our Repre-

sentation is equal, that we are compara-

tively with our neighbours happy and free,

but because the Constitution of Govern-

ment established in our Country, by what-

ever means or causes produced (for which

consult the History of England, not the

brain-sick visions of Parliamentary Re-
formers), is upon the whole, calculated for

the good of the subject and of the people

governed. Once more then I ask you, will

you exchange this positive, this humanh^
speaking superlative good, for wild, vision-

ary, Avicked speculations ? If you do so,

you deserve to lose that good. But I have

a better o{)inion of the good sense and integ-

rity of my countrymen—I speak not of the
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populace—it is not that I contemn the po-

pulace, who are perhaps the bulk, certainly

a very considerable portion of the com-
munity. If I did so, my arguments ought,

indeed, to have little weight ; for they

must be founded in presumption, in arro-

gance, in pride, and in a spirit of oppres-

sion. If the system of the Government is

not calculated to look to the good of the

bulk of the community, or of a very consi-

derable portion of it, however ignorant,

however liable, from that ignorance, to be

imposed on by designing men, of more

education and information than themselves,

such system of Government must be radi-

cally bad, because the only rational and

legitimate object of Government is the good

of the governed, of which what we call the

populace constitutes so large a portion,

though in this country, perhaps, a less

portion than in any other.

But follows it, because the happiness and

the well-doing of the populace or mul-

titude are, and ought to be attended to,

that the populace or multitude themselves

are to be made judges of their own good, or

of any good ? I say no : because they are

very little capable of judging of cither. Am
I, therefore, arguing that they are to be
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submitted to the mere will of one man, or

of any description of men ? Certainly not

;

I have spoken my sentiments of mere human
will, but I aver the best Human Govern-

ment is that which forswears Equality of

every kind, and poises the powers of Govern-

ment so wisely as to dispense, as far as pos-

sible, protection and justice to all ranks of

men—and I further aver that the established

Constitution of Government in this coun-

try (compared with all other existing Go-
vernments), approaches the nearest to act-

ing thus. Has it not protected the multi-

tude when it enacted the Poor Laws ? What
other Government has adopted such a sys-

tem, and is not the Landed Interest at this

moment in England, almost sinkinjj under

the weight of this attention to the Poorest

Classes? I must be allowed to make this

additional averment, that if you attempt to

establish any thing like equality in our sys-

tem, you destroy it. You destroy all the

good, all the happiness, all the freedom

resulting from it. It is a Government of

Rank, of Orders, of Degrees, not of Equa-
lity. If you will have Equality, say at once,

for it is the truth—we will radically des-

troy the British Constitution, in order to

establish something of our own which we
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prefer. This would be fair ; but to such

Statesmen I should reply—that Government

which you prefer will never exist elsewhere

than in your imagination, and all you would

gain by its temporary or rather apparent

establishment, would be, I must repeat, to

have a shadow instead of a substance. Re-

member that sentiment of a great English

Poet, and a great Politician too, but in

the latter capacity prone to Republicanism,

whose good sense, however, could not help

declaring,

" For Orders and Degrees

" Jar not with Liberty."

It is Equality which jars with liberty, be-

cause Equality is impossible amongst men,

in the animate or inanimate world here, or

in any mode of terrestrial existence we can

either know or conceive.

Yet this is the Idol which, if Nebochad-

nezor the King has not set up, others who
think themselves equally infallible, and

would like to be equally powerful, and

would be likely to use their power equally

wisely and justly, propose to you as that

object of Worship to which you are to sacri-

fice the ancient and glorious Edifice of the

British Constitution ; the Birth-right which

you have received from your Fathers, and
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are bound to deliver down unsophisticated

and unimpaired to your descendants. But
I digress: Annual or Triennial Parliaments

then are no more the Ancient Constitution

of our Country, than Equality practicable

or desirable in any Country. Is equal Re-
presentation the Ancient Constitution of

England, Scotland, or Ireland ? In the

two latter, I believe, it will hardly be con-

tended for. How stands the case in Enw-

land ? As to Counties ; in the Reign of

Hemy the Sixth, when taking advantage of

the troubles and confusion of the times, we
all know Jack Cade set up the Standard of

Equality, it wasjudged necessary by the Par-

liament to confine the rij^ht of Votino- to

Freeholders of Forty Shillings a Year, which

sum then was equal to Forty Pounds per

Annum now. Whether the Parliament then

acted wisely and justly, or otherwise, I

argue not. From that time Forty Shillings

per Annum value to his Freehold has been

requisite to give a Freeholder a Riglit to

Vote for a Representative of a County.
AVould any rational man or friend to his

Country wish to exchange our present

Constitution for that which existed in tjie

Reigns previous to Henry VI.? If he would
I wish him joy of his taste and judgment,
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but cannot agree with either, nor think that

many well educated or well informed Eng-
lishmen will. But if any object to the

Statute of Henry tlie Sixth as curtailing

the Rights of Englishmen, I beg them to ob-

serve the effect of it now. Do they wish

Freeholders of less tlian Forty Shillings a

Year to have a Right of Voting, and if they

do not, have they any reason or right now
to complain of a deviation from the Consti-

tution of our Ancestors in this respect ?

Next for Cities ; Had they ever a prefer-

able, had they ever a more equal right of

Voting than now ? Is Westminster com-
plained of as not having a sufficiently nu-

merous right ? Or Bristol, Glocester, Here-

ford, Worcester, or any other Cities, as

having been disfranchised of any of their

Ancient Rights? I believe not. Observe, I

am not now considering: what their Rights

ought to be, but what they have been.

Lastly for Boroughs ; it is mightily the

fashion to assert that the small Boroughs

which now send Members to Parliament,

were formerly large and considerable places.

This may possibly have been the case in a

few instances, but in most I am sure it is

not so. Then let it be remembered that

Representatives have been given to the
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Counties of Wales,, and to some Boroughs

there also, I believe, on popular grounds, and

to other Counties which in old times had not

Representatives, Let any man only look at

the upwards of Twenty Boroughs in Corn-

wall, which are now Represented in the House

of Commons, and determine whether most of

them have ever been large places. There

were many small Boroughs in the Reigns of

Elizabeth and James the First, which by

Petition obtained to be disfranchised; but

the reason of this was, not so often on ac-

count of their being reduced in consequence

from what they had been, as owing to the in-

creased burthen of paying their Representa-

tives, occasioned bv the auijmented value of

Mone3S and more frequent and longer sit-

ting' of Parliaments, and to their reallv beinu

small and inconsiderable places, as most of

them had alwavs been. I will not waste

words. An argument that the Representa-

tion of the House of Commons was ever

formed on principles of Equality, and that

such was the ancient and original Constitu-

tion of England, Scotland, or Ireland, can-

not be advanced but to the most ignorant,

to whom the most palpable contiadictions

of historic truth must be unknown, to be

^uch : yet these are the multitude,, the
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populace, to whom our Reforming Dema-
gogues speechify, and whom, by false rea-

sonings and statements, plausible to their

knowledge, or rather ignorance of real facts

and true theory, they incite to the wild cry

of—give us our Rights—without that mul-

titude having one true idea of what their

Rights are, have been, or ought to be. Will

you have no Taxes ? None, doubtless is the

vociferated reply. Will you have noWar ^

Tired and pinched by one of long duration,

they will probably answer also-none ; though

a period would probably soon arrive when
they might reverse their cry in this respect.

Most Wars have been at first popular, but

I remember no Peace that has been so.

Will you have equal Representation in

Parliament ? How can the multitude ex-

claim otherwise than aye?—especially when
Equality of Representation naturally leads

to an attempt at equality of every thing else,

and thus hopes are instilled into their minds

of being all Gentlemen, or rather perhaps,

for their knowledge of the world after all is

more than compatible with such an idea, that

there should be no Gentlemen at all ; and

the step is easy from these notions—vide

France—to the general destruction of such

useless beings. But we are told Equal
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Representation is not the desire of Parlia-

mentary Reformers. Annual Parliaments

liave been publicly avowed to be their ob-

ject, and those who are not for it, stigma-

tized as deserters of the cause.

A friend to Annual Parliaments must be

a friend to Equal Representation ; they are

so congenial, so alike founded on the want

either of principle or consideration ; besides

when did it ever happen that success in really

democratical systems did not end in the suc-

cess of the most violent ; I contend, there-

fore, two things on the premises : first, that

the object of the most eager and therefore

leading Reformers of Parliament is General

Suffrage or Equal Representation, as well

as Annual Parliaments ; secondly, that there

is no other system on which a Radical

Reform of Parliament or Chanj^e of Re-

presentation can be effected, ?.iid a Ra-

dical Reform (though by some who arc

frightened at the shadow of theii: own castle

in the air, tempered by the word ^lodcrate),

is obviously aimed at.

Upon no other system but Equal Repre-

sentation, or something ver}' near it, can

there be an agreement of Parliamentar\' ]\e-

I'ormerb themselves, and therefore upon tiiis

=>ystejn, those who persevere must uH imate 'y
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unite and stand, so long as such unstable soil

will bear them ; I have said what the result

must be ; I have, I think, proved what the

result must be.—I call upon all well edu-

cated and considerate persons to reflect,

whether, upon the principle of right reason

or sound experience, any other than that

which, without the slightest gift of pro-

phecy, I have foretold, can be the result.

Britons of less information I earnestly en-

treat to study the History of the French

Revolution, and to learn from thence what

the result must be. Shall this French Revo-

lution always be dinned in our ears? may
exclaim the Equalizing Reformer.—Yes, so

long as it is right to warn a cauntry of its

danger, as I now warn my Country. But

the French Revolution constitutes not the

bulk of my argument ; it is only an instance

of its truth. It is therefore neither wise

in theory to exchange our existing happy

Constitution for a deceitful and destructive,

becau-se misguiding phantom, nor in doing

so shall we in any degree be returning to

ancient established usages, but quite the

reverse.

1{ I have proved the truth of these pro-

positions, I have done away all ground for

P^adical Parliamentary Reform, or any
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fundamental change in the Representation

of the Commons of this land. I have also

shown the extreme danger and mischief

likely, nay certain, to arise from such a

measure. Am I contending that there is

theoretic perfectioil in the present system of

Representation ? This I cannot be doing,

because I readily acknowledge I have no

idea of such theoretic perfection.

Is there any such attached to the idea of

Equal Representation? With the known
imperfection and frailty of man's will, and

the admitted impossibility of a whole people

governing in a large state, equal Repre-

sentation has no other perfection in it, theo-

retical or practical, than that of approach-

ing, as nearly as possible, to absolute demo*

cracy, or the Government of the Whole
People by the Whole People, that is to the

worst species of Government, or rather to

no Government at all. I have stated what

I conceive to be the best Government—that

which is most calculated to produce good

of every kind—Virtue, Happiness, Free-

dom,—and that the best Government can

only be produced by contrivance, interest-

ing the feelings, the passions, the personal

desires and objects of the Governors, or those

entrusted with power to promote these

E
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public blessings ; and further that a Govern^

ment ever so wisely contrived, for the most

part requires time, habit, and attachment,

witii experience of its beneficial eft'ects, in

order to perfect and establish it. The pre-

sent state of Representation has been long

established ; let us examine it with a view

to its tendency of producini>' 2;ood or other-

wise. The share of blessings we actually

enjoy under it, I first recommend to serious

iKjtice and consideration, and after fair ex-

amination of what the amount of those bles-

sings may be, I advise an impartial compa-

rison of that amount with the political state

of other nations. If that amount is consi-

derable, if it weighs heavy in the scale

against the advantages enjoyed by other

nations, it argues forcibly in favour of our

present state. Then I beg my countrymen

to reflect whether or not every description,

or nearly every description of persons do

not find in the House of Commons, con-

stituted as it is, some Representatives in-

clined and interested, necessarily inclined

and interested, to stand up for their interests

and to protect them from oppression. Is

there not a great strength of landed interest,

a ^reat strength of commercial interest ? arc

there not Soldiers, Sailors, Lawyers ? even
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Learning has its Representatives, in the

iVIembers for the Universities, and what in-

terests have not their Representatives ?

—

The national attachment to the Established

Church, supported by the Bishops in the

House of Lords, forms a sufficient repre-

sentation for the Clergy. Presbyterians

and other Dissenters have their friends,

many of them persons of their own persua-

sion, in the House of Commons. I have

elsewhere ventured to argue with sincerity,

that the admission of a few Roman Catholics

M'ould, on this principle of general not equal

Representation, benefit not endanger our

Constitution. Roman Catholics, liowever,

andQuakers,the only Christians that I know
by means of their Religion excluded from

sitting in Parliament, have their Represen-

tatives there ; and what Briton or Irishman

has not ?

Is there great influence of the Crown in

the House of Commons ? Is it not useful

sometimes in curbing the otherwise too si'eat

power of the Aristocracy or D jmocracy ? Is

there an Aristocratical influence of consi-

derable strength ? has not the advantage of

this interest been often felt in keeping within

due bounds both the prerogative of the

Prince and the licentiousness of the people,

E2
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and checking too much power in either,

whether within the walls of the House of

Commons or elsewhere ?

Is there not also a very strong popular or

democratical weight in the House of Com-
mons representing the People of the Coun-
try as it now does ? and is not this last

weight, backed by the support of the people

without doors, fully sufficient to preserve

them from oppression and secure their

rights ? and is it not often supported in

doing so by the Crown against the Aristo-

cracy, and by the Aristocracy against the

Crown ? Stood the powers of these two last

named authorities in the State on equally

strong ground with the popular branch, it

might be safe that, that branch should be

wholly popular; but they do not—they can-

not :—they can only be preserved by a mix-

ture of Royal and Aristocratical weight with

the Popular in the House of Commons ; this

the demagogues well know, and therefore

wish to inveigle the House of Conmions to

insist on being entirely popular, in which

case she must first sweep away the other

two branches of the Leijislature, and then

destroy herself; as she did in the unfortu-

nate reign of Charles the First, when by

persecuting and excluding every ^Member
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that would not submit to be governed by

popular fury, the House of Commons ren-

dered themselves the Representatives of po-

pular passions, and the tools of those dcnra-

gogues who, wliile their short reign lasts,

ever must
** "Wield at will the fierce Deroocraty"

such as an equal Representation of the

People, chosen by Universal Suffrage, must

necessarily be. The Balance of the Con-

stitution is really in the House of Com-
mons

;
you may talk of King, Lords, and

Commons, as much as you please, but des-

troy the balance of the three Powers in the

Commons House of Parliament, and they

exist no more—the Constitution is at an

end. It was not always so, because at some

periods the Crown, at others the Nobles,

had the power respectively in their own
liands ; but it is so now, and has been so ever

since the reii^n of Charles the First—ever

since the Commons have been no longer

Vassals, and the Government really a free

one. If I am right in my view of the sub-

ject (and I dare any man to prove I am not,

the fact is so obvious), will you exchange

this happy balance, producing the substan-

tial blessings we enjoy—Freedom, and the

Protection of the Laws—for the airy vision
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of Equal Representation ? If ye will do so,

my Countrymen, ye are worse than madmen

;

but I know vou have too much wisdom and

integrity to act thus, and trusting to that

conviction, I proceed with coolness and

consideration to some further observations.

Upon the question whether in point of fact

the House of Commons, as now constituted,

and the Parliament altogether, do or do not

upon the whole attend to the interests of

the people, I have herein before suggested

some topics ; I shall take the liberty of

adding a few more, which particularly af-

fect the House of Commons. However

strong or powerful the influence of the

Crown, or of the Minister in that House,

could that influence in the last Session of

Parliament prevent the repeal, or rather

effect the renewal of the Property Tax ?

—

While it must be admitted to me that it

could not, because it endeavoured to do it

and failed in such endeavour, it may be

said—but in this instance the interest of the

House of Commons and its Constituents

were the same. However this argument or

rather fact may detract from the merit of

perfect disinterestedness in the Members of

the House of Commons, it certainly tends

to substantiate my doctrine, that that
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Assembly is now, and in the present state

of the Representation of the People, so

constructed that when their real and essen-

tial interests are at stake, it will support

and promote them, although, from other

influences operating upon it, and from some
degree of independence on tlie people, it

will often not succumb to mere arbitrary

and unreasonable will on their part, as for

instance, in laying or retaining an useful

tax. I am not trumpeting the perfection of

those who compose the House of Connnons
any more than of those who compose the

other branches of the Legislature : much
integrity, much wisdom, much knowledge-,

are doubtless to be found in King, Lords,

and Commons, but they are all men, and

therefore not morally, however politically,

perfect ; yet if, as I contend (and I repeat

m}^ appeal to experience) they are altogether

and the House of Commons, that most

powerful branch of the Legislature in par-

ticular, so constituted as to be n)ost likely

to seek the good of the governed, what can,

or at least what ought the governed or

people to desire more : ]\Iany a man ha>

pulled down an old house in order to build

a new one, some wisely and some otherwise;

but certainly insane must that nvdw bo
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pronounced, who for the sake of erecting a

new house, would destroy his old one, if

known and acknowledged to be the best in

Christendom. Let us reason so, and pre-

serve the best actual Constitution in Christ-

endom, and not tamper with it first and

pull it down in the end.

Am I an enemy to real Reform of Parlia-

ment, or to any measure which is evidently

calculated to cure or remove a positive

public evil without danger of producing

greater? I hope I am not; I am sure the

House of Commons has manifested its dis-

position not to be so on many occasions,

particularly by the disfranchisement and

change of Constitution in several Boroughs,

in consequence of actual and legally proved

venality, and also by the many and severe

laws it has originated and passed against

Bribery at Elections. The first system (I

appeal to facts and the Statute Book), was

gradually working its way to good, when the

sweeping alarm of a radical change in the

Representation, and the obvious tendency it

had to Universal Suffrage and the ruin of

the Constitution, checked this beneficial

system in its infancy, and prevented it from

being brought to maturity. I myself, in-

dividually, have ever been a friend to the
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principle, not of disfranchising Out- Voters,

there is no reason for it, and it would be

injustice, but of prohibiting strictly the pay-

ing the expenses of Out-Voters Unm the

place of their Residence to the place of Elec-

tion. I have more than once voted in Par-

liament for a Bill to this effect, and strictly

on the grounds I have laid down, as the only

rational, the only legitimate, the only just,

the only real grounds of Reforming Parlia-

ment, or reforming any thing else, namely

the curing or removing a practical evil,

without danger of thereby producing greater.

As I have mentioned this my opinion res-

pecting Out-Voters, I beg to make myself

clearly understood; I think the allowing

Candidates' to pay the expenses of bringing

down Out-Voters is a positive evil, because

for the most part such Out-Voters will

vote for whichever Candidate will be at the

expense of bringing them down; and if both

or all the Candidates are willing to do so,

that such Voters nine times out often i»ive

their Votes on no good principle whatever,

and that the bringing them down commonly

increases the expense of the Elections, olkii

ruins the Candidates, and not unfrc(|utiitly

prevents proper persons from standing or

oft'ering themselves to be elected : then I
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cannot see any danger of greater evils from

prohibiting this expense. A great additional

good will be often done by preventing drun-

kenness, debauchery, and riot, and an Out-

Voter, as it appears to me, will have no

cause to complain, if for his own advantage

or convenience, living from the place with

respect to which he enjoys the elective fran-

chise, he is not permitted to be brought to

vote at that place at any other expense than

his own. It must be obvious that my rea-

soning does not apply to Voters for Coun-
ties or other places, residing within the

County or other place for which they have

Votes, though at a distance from the County

Town or place of Polling.

Perhaps the not adopting the systejn I

have been writing in favour of with regard

to Out-Voters, as well as the ceasing to

punish gross venality in Electors as hereto-

fore by disfranchisement, is owing to the

well founded alarm of danger to the Con-

stitution from notions publicly held and

recommended, of a radical change in the

Representation. Real Reforms are often

prevented by the danger arising from the

promotion of those which are imaginary
;

and this is one additional and serious ob-

jection to the conduct and system of those
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who are distinguished by the name of Par-

liamentary Reformers.

I have, I trust, shown that neither Equa-

lity nor Regularity in the Representation of

the People of England, which Representa-

tion forms so great a majority of the Com-
mons House of the United Kingdom, has

ever prevailed. The principles on which the

successive Unions of Scotland and Ireland

with England have been effected, are in

themselves proofs that Equality or Regula-

rity were not the system of British Repre-

sentation; for Ireland, with nearly half as

many millions of inhabitants as Great Bri-

tain, has only One Hundred Members or

Representatives; and Scotland, out of pro-

portion to the comparative extent of her

population, has ordy Forty-five ; while Eng-
land retains her former number, including

Wales, of upwards of Five Hundred. In-

deed no person at the period of these Unions

being passed into Laws by the respective

Legislatures, conceived they were founded

on equality of numbers or population.

The House of Commons of Ireland, it

is well known, was more unequal and ir-

regular than that of England; a practical

Reform was however incidentally and with-

out adopting any dangerous principle
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effected in the Irish Representation at the

period of the Irish Union, by striking off,

for the most part, the smaller and chjser

Boroughs, and retaining only, in the lessened

Representation to the United Parliament,

the Counties and larger and most consider-

able Cities and Towns. It was obvious

that no Democratical danger could arise

from adopting this system, on this occasion,

the whole Representation of Ireland being

fixed at so small a comparative number.

The persons interested in the smaller Bo-

roughs received remuneration from the Pub-

lic for the deterioration in Value to their

property, from the loss of their former Fran-

chises; and as these smaller Boroughs were

generally under the influence of Protestants,

and Catholics have the elective Franchise in

Ireland, some weight was thrown into a

scale, which (when once the danger of that

scale preponderating was done away b}^ the

Union), was greatly in want of it for its

own protection.

Of Scotland we know the Representation

in the United Parliament reduced to the

proportion stated, was formed on the old

principles and scale of the Scottish Consti-

tution and Representation, both which were

the reverse of popular; but the Presbyterian
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Church, which is professed by the bulk of

Scotchiiieii, being the Established Church

of that part of the United Kingdom, and

none in danger of oppression in consequence

of, or any way in relation to their Religion,

there was not the same reason as in Ireland

for leaning to the popular side in the ar-

ranii'enients arisinsf out of the Union of

Scotland with England ; neither from its

existing Constitution was it perhaps practi-

cable, without unnecessary and probably

unjust and dangerous changes, to have

thrown more weight into the popular scale

in Scotland by means of her union.

Thus were these two great political mea-

sures carried practically, justly, and wisely,

on the true principles of the British Con-
stitution, the promoters of them neither

fearing to change, where a certain and prac-

tical good was the object, nor changing more

than was requisite, and doing no injustice

to individuals or bodies of men, and more-

over steadily and carefully looking to and

preserving the main system of virtual and

not actual Kepiesentation of the ma>s of

the peo|)le. What I mean by \'irtual Kc-

preseiitation I have stated—the People's

being represented by a Hody of Men from

the Constitution of that bodv stroniiiv
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inclined and almost necessarily impelled

to act for the good of the people ; which

good in this kingdom requires (I speak

of the real good of the people at large),

that their Representatives should be also

strongly inclined and impelled to respect

the Constitutional Rights, and to pre-

serve the Constitutional Weight of the other

two branches of the Legislature.

This is the true Constitutional System of

Representation on which Britain has flou-

rished, and while she continues to preserve it

unimpaired, will still continue to flourish and

be free. I would have the Revolutionary

Reformers know from me, if they do not un-

derstand it already from the principles I have

laid down, that I am not such an idiot as to

agree with an unfortunate Orator, just with-

in the reach ofmy earliest political memory,

wdiose name I will not record to ridicule, who

in the Parliamentary disputes about tax-

ation and Representation in the commence-

ment of the American contest, insisted in the

House of Commons, that the Continent of

North America was virtually represented in

the British Parliament, because each Colony

was feudally held by grant of his Majesty's

Manor of East Greenwich, and East Green-

wich was in the County of Kent represented
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by two Knights in Parliament! Such non-

sense makes one ahnost as sick as the con-

trary and still more misciiievous nonsense of

Equality and Equal Representation. But

tlie Orator's nonsense was mischievous; not

by persuading any man of the truth of his

ridiculous proposition, but by its tendency

to cast a slur over the foundation of British

Freedom—Virtual Representation.

The American Colonies were not virtually

represented in the British Parliament, nay,

more, if I may be allowed the expression,

they were virtually unrepresented. I will

explain what I mean : Virtual Representa-

tion consisting in the circumstance of the

Representatives being from their respective

situations inclined and impelled to promote

the good of their general Constituents, the

People at large, a Country may, I think, be

truly said to be virtually unrepresented, that

is to be the reverse of Represented, by a body

of 3.1en who from their situation and consti^

tution are necesfsarily inclined and impelled

to promote tlie oppression of such Country.

Now as to a body of Men who tax them-

selves and their immediate Constituents,

those who send them to Parliament, and

those who live near and around them, just

so much less in proportion as they tax more
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heavily others, with uhom they have no

ininiediate connection, and wlio live at an

innnense distance, with almost as wide a

gulph between them, as that between Laza-

rus in Abraham's bosom and the Spirit of

the rich man deceased ; by such body of

j\Ien, I contend such distant Country may
be said to be virtually unrepresented : and

this was the case between the Parliament

of Great Britain and the heretofore British

Colonies in America. It is far from my
wish unnecessarily to revive the memory of

the unfortunate and fatal contest I have

been alluding to ; though perhaps it might

be well for all British Politicians, even of

the present day, to consider it maturely,

with all its bearing in their closets. I only

quote it to illustrate what Virtual Repre-

sentation truly is. It is the reverse of any

connection which heretofore subsisted be-

tMxen the now American States and the

l^ritish Parliament, but precisely what long

has subsisted between Eniilishmen and their

Parliaments, and now subsists between the

whole People of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland and their Imperial

Parliament. One word more, and I have done

with the late contest between Great Britain

and her Colonies, and the merits of it.
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I desire to be considered as having given

no opinion whatever on these merits fur-

ther than I have expressly stated an opinion.

The Constitution of Great Britain, by the

magic touch of Virtual Representation ad-

mirably calculated for the good Govern-
ment of the Country, beneficially subjected

to her Parliament by being Virtually Re-
presented in it, became the clumsiest and

most unweildy of machines when applied to

distant Colonies, or even to nearer Coun-
tries not so Represented in her Parliament,

and hence the necessity, the excellent po-
licy and patriotic integrity and wisdom of

effecting and consolidating an Union be-

tween Great Britain and Ireland ; and hence

the great difficulty of heretofore adopt-

ing any rational policy with regard to

our North American Colonies, being so dis-

tant, and otherwise so differently circum-

stanced from Ireland. Hence also con-

siderable excuse for the conduct of many of

our Administrations towards those Colo-

nies, and for the apparent unreasonableness

both on the part of Britain and America

during the unhappy contest which took

place between them. For some years we
have been two Nations, and I afti sorry

to say hostile Nations, contrarvj I am"

F
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convinced to the true interest of both ; but

while Great Britain despises America, Ame-
rica will hate Great Britain, and the Na-
tions must, unhappily for both, continue

hostile. It is worthy, however, of a Pa-

triotic and Philanthropic Mind to strive

to remove the evil which is serious to both

Countries.

For this episode I hope I shall be ex-

cused, arising so naturally as it has done out

of my subject. I have all along argued

that the Parliament of England, afterwards

swelled into the Parliament of Great Bri-

tain, and lastly into that of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, has

for a long period of time attended upon the

whole to the Interests of the People and of

the Country.

If this my proposition be not true ii;

the main, then I am aware and admit that

my other proposition built upon it cannot

be established ; namely, that the House of

Commons as now constructed is a Virtual

Representation of the People. But recur

to the History of England. Since the

happy amendments and re-establishment of

our Constitution in 1688, my assertion

stands on the strongest ground, remember-

ing that I say in the main and upon the
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whole, not contending that Parliaments

have at any period been entirely free from

the operations of human error or passion,

from which no Equalizing or other better

System invented by ]\Ian can entirely pre-

serve Men. But even before we enjoyed

the advantages resulting from our necessary,

wise, and glorious Revolution, it should be

recollected how the very Parliament of

Charles the Second, to which I as well as

Bishop Burnet have alluded w4th disappro-

bation, which was continued to the enor-

mous length of eighteen years, and which

was stigmatized by the name of the Pen-

sioned Parliament, acted during the latter

periods of its existence. When the measures

of the King's Administration appeared se-

riously destructive of the true interests of

the Country, this very Parliament man-
fully opposed the ruinous system attempted

to be imposed upon them. The conduct

even of this Parliament then contributes to

substantiate the principle which I contend

for, that Parliaments are to be depended

upon in the main : surely since the Revo-

lution they have been our best ground

of dependance.

If in our own times, out of such a mair-

iiitude and multiplicity of dansjers as the

F 2
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human mind cannot look back upon with-

out dread and horror, Parliament has at

length, however some considerable difficul-

ties remain to be encountered, placed us in

a state of freedom, power, and honour ; is it

rational, is it just to assert that our good

has not been the object, and in part the suc-

cessful object of King, Lords, and Com-
mons ? and if of the House of Commons,

then does not that House prove itself a Vir-

tual Representation of the People.

I verily believe the House of Lords has,

in like manner and on the same principles

(for there is Royal and Popular as well as

Aristocratical influence in this House also)

aimed at the public good, and that King,

Lords, and Commons have struggled for us,

and have preserved us ; in paying which,

while I attribute perfection of conduct to

neither party in either House, I attribute

their due merit to. both parties, to Opposi-

tions and to Administrations for the time

being. The Government of France, whe-

ther old or new, legitimate or usurped,

never can understand the state of parties in

England, and to England itself, though

probably sometimes good, mischief has not

unfrequently accrued from the blunders and

miitakes of France in this respect ; for
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instance, by her persevering in War, when

she would otherwise have acceded to a rea-

sonable Peace, or by her making some par-

ticular attack, which, though unsuccessful

in its main object, produces mischief t«

Great Britain, both which evils might pos-

sibly have been avoided had she understood

that the great majority of both parties in

Parliament, however strong in their Parlia-

mentary language against each other, agreed

in being attached to the established Consti-

tution and real interests of their country.

Foreigners in general, but more particu-

larly the French, have no idea of the cor-

diality with which many of the Members
and Friends of Administration ^hake hands

with those of Opposition after a long and

violent debate in either House, or of the

respect for the most part entertained by the

leading Members of both Parties for each

other, or of the private friendships and con*

nexions mutually subsisting between indi*

viduals of the two bodies. They have each

their party and their public objects. As to

tli€ first they are decidedly hostile, and fre-

quently as to the last, but frequently not,

and they often feel and allow the patriotic

views of their opponents—-although of the

opposite party, they nuitunlly mark and
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stigmatize every real or apparent fault ; from

which the Public derives the advantage of

being able to detect both error and fault,

than which nothing can be a much greater

check to their being either or both of them

essentially committed or obstinately perse-

vered in ; and herein we find another practi-

cal-good of our existing Constitution, for it

must be observed that the advantages just

pointed out for the most part are connected

with, and in great measure result from a

total want of any desire or aim either to

destroy the Constitution or ruin an oppo-

nent or adversary ; and these happy dispo-

sitions arise from a real attachment to the

Constitution, from habit, and from the im-

probability, so long as the Equalizing Sys-

tem and all approach to it are avoided, of ei-

ther party or any individual being able to

gratify any such vicious or malicious objects.

That this improbability, as stated, actually

exists, I appeal to experience, and that it is

both a, proof of the happy practical state of

our Country as to Government, and the na-

tural gQod result of such a state, I appeal

to the understanding of my Readers.

In praising therefore the parental care

and. exertions of our Parliaments through

the tremendous struggles we have undergone.
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I keep to my text of not praising or blam-

ing, defending or condemning any particular

administration or set of men, and am cele-

brating only by allusions to some happy

causes and effects inherent in it, while it is

suffered to rest upon its old principles and

foundation, the real and practical merits of

the Government and Constitution of our

Country—of its Parliament,—and most par-

ticularly of the House of Commons, against

the supposed defects and ill construction of

which the thunderinji shot of levelling elo-

quence is principally and systematically di-

rected. The House of Commons, however,

(constructed as it is) is like a strong and well

fortified fort, powerfully garrisoned, and for

one I thank God this is so, convinced that

the real good of my country rests on its de-

fence. But we must not consider it as in-

vulnerable or impregnable, nor while the

trumpets of the besiegers sound so loud and

so near, desert our respective posts in that

defence, else the enemy may storm it, and

then adieu to the British Constitution,

which instead of being a system of Universal

Suffrage or Equal Representation, I trust I

have shown to be radically founded, so that

it cannot exist otherwise than on the reverse

principle, that U, Virtual Representation,
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which actually prevails in the present con-

struction of the House of Commons. Is

there an insuperable objection to a few Bo-

roughs having an excessive small number of

voters each, so that one or two individuals

can return the Members, by virtue of their

local landed property, as in some large cities

other individuals can do by virtue of their

commercial riches and power ? A landed man
pirobably is sent to Parliament in one case,

a commercial man in the other, and in the

House of Commons they are jointly assi^

milated into the Virtual Representation of

the people, and (if I am right in the prin-

ciples I have supported from reason and

experience, to which I earnestly beg atten-

tion in the preceding pages) both unite in

promoting, upon the whole, the good of

their country. If, however, the existence

of such Boroughs, after all that can be said

in their excuse, hurt the eye or feeling of

theorists, so that they cannot enduie them,

whenever a Radical Change in the Repre-

sentation is radically given up, let the Pub-

lic> as in the case of the Irish Union, pay

'the proprietors for the loss certainly of some

actually possessed influence secured to them

by ancient usage (and the common Law of

the Land, on which our dearest rights
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depend, is nothin<^ else), and (iisfranchi''c

^uch Boroughs. But >vhile the besie^cra

sound to arms, we must defend the citadel,

and not parley upon terms.

One evil of the mad Parliamentary Re-

forming cry, as I have already observed, is

that otherwise attainable Reforms cannot be

persevered in or adopted. How strongly is

this truth now exemplifted ? For what can

more tend to put a stop to and prevent those

wise and Constitutional, while safe and

practicable Reductions of our Military Es-

tablishment, and other Economical Reforms

now actually taking place with a rational

and patriotic view to relieve the Public dis-

tress and diminish the Crown's influence,

than the wild cries of oive us our Rights,

Destroy the present House of Commons^
and Establish Annual Parliaments and Uni-

versal Suffrage, which it must be admitted

have now been audibly and distinctly made,

and especially as those cries have been ac-

companied with actualSedition and Riot, and

a pretty evident, though hitherto unsuccess-

ful attempt at Insurrection and Rebellion.

However pressing our financial diflicnlt ies,

however desirable safe and practical Eco-

nomy and Reductions may be, we cannot

justify presenting to the knife of Public
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As«;assins, our Wives and Children to be

butchered, or to their desperation our Pro-

perty, that which is to comfort and main-

tain our Families, to be forcibly taken fronj

us or destroyed. Military force is alone-

able to resist such attempts, and Military

force we must retain, if Revolutior^ary Re-

formers threaten us. I write with a melan-

choly feeling on this subject, for I had

indulged the hope that a very small ]\Iili-

tary force would now suffice us, and that

f^reat additional Reductions of Public Ex-
pense, and the influence of the Crown, on

true Constitutional Principles might have

been effected, an unavoidable check to

which I now fear. However well poised

the respective powers f the House of Com-
mons may be upon the whole for the pre-

servation of the Constitution, it is impos-

sible, consistently -with the state of earthly

things, but that one power will be conti-

nually gaining on the others; and the

Crown by the Constitution concentrating

in itself the whole Executive Authority of

the State, must almost necessarily be, par-

ticularly during a long and arduous war, the

increasing weight. It is in such case the

House of Conunons requires to be made

to re-approach to its first principles of-
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Virtual not Equal Representation of the

People, and of due poise of Royal, Aristo-

cratical, and Popular weight. Witli this

wise, just, and Constitutional view, .whose

Bill was it that did more than any Act of

late years to diminish the then overgrown

influence of the Crown, as it had been voted

to be by an House of Commons constituted

as the present ? Was Mr. Burke a friend to

Parliamentary Reform? No—its most de-

cided enemy, on the same principles on

which I am, in this respect, sincerely proud

of being his disciple. Perhaps afterwards

this great Orator and honest Statesman^

without being perfect either as an Qrator

or Statesman, suffered himself to be so con-

founded by the mischiefs and jargon of the

French Revolution, as almost to become an

enemy to rational and Constitutional Re-

form—and we have seen many other instances

ofa similar kind. These mad notions, there-

fore, if they do not overturn the State to its

foundation, by poisoning the source of Re-

form gradually sap that, foundation, which

is the next greatest evil that can be inflicted

on a Country. For one, I have no hesita-

tion to say, that the wild pranks of these'

Mountebank Reformers tempt me into a

much greater disposition to ijubmit to actual
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Corruptions, than has heretofore been, or

^rouM naturally have been my case. I may,

like Mr. Burke, or any other greater maa
than myself, carry this too far ; in difficult

rases it is not easy to hit an exact medium
between right and wrong; but this I am
sure of, it is the height of folly for a man,

1>ecause he is aWhig in Political Principles,

therefore to give encouragement to what is

at this period stiled Parliamentary Reform,

and positively wrong for one who sees so

strongly as I do, the certain mischief of a

radical ciiange in the Representation, or of

shaking the principles on which the adv^an-

tages of the present Representation rest, to

encourajje or widen the breach between Con»

stitutional Whigs and Constitutional To-

ries—such as professing themselves of or in-

clined to be attached to either of those par-

ties, impartially, honestly, and sincerely

wish to preserve the Constitution in Church

and State, and heartily, with their whole

souls, detest and abhor the innovating sys-

tem of levellers. The union of such patri-

otic persons just now, is become, in my
opinion, most desirable, if not absolutely

necessary, in order to guard against the dan-

ger of projected innovation, and to preserve

the Constitution of their Artcestors, as thev
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joiued in doing at theRevoUition,thoui;h they

differed somewhat afterwards in the moics

of proceeding to be subsequently adopted. —
When we are safe we may differ again alxiut

smaller concerns, but while the Const itu( ion

itself is in danijer from manifest int«*rnal

enemies, let us not differ or encourage dif-

ttirences about comparatively trilling an\-

cerns, but heartily join in defending and

preserving so great and transcendent u bles-

sing ; in order to effect whicii must desir-

able public good two useful means i^l[)i•('^s

themselves upon my mind, first, tJjat tlit^

leaders of the Whig and Tory parties (if I

may be allowed to call them by tiieir old

names), dismissing for a time at least llie

memory of smaller contests, should uiiitc

and form an administration stronii enouuli

and wise enough to protect our calumniated

and tlireatened Constitution, as well as lo

alleviate the difticulties of a distressed P-.;-

pulatiou. The other useful step, in ord r

to effect this most desirable public bciu M,
seems to me to be ^^to use a vulgar bilt st \''):rs,

expression) not to blink the (pic^tion of

PaiTiamentary llefurm, but to assert viie

])ractical, constitutional, safe, and l)encrwmT
principle of Old Usage and Virtual Repre-

sentation, in a Public and Parliamenlaiy
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way, agreeably to precedent, by a Declara-

tory Act, declaring, enacting, and establish-

ing that principle, and condemning and ex-

cluding its reverse, the pernicious theoreti-

cal nonsense of Equal Kepresentation and
Universal Suffrage. For this purpose I

subjoin a very short but clear and explicit

suggested Bill, which, or one to the same

effect, better drawn, I shall be happy to see

submitted to the wisdom and consideration

af Parliament.

PROPOSED BILL.

AVIIEREAS much error has arisen amongst

Persons ignorant of History, and ill informed as

to the practice and principles of the inestimable

Constitution of this United Kingdom, so far as'

relates to the Representation of the People thereof

in Parliament: And Whereas unreasonable and

dangerous doubts, misconceptions, and discontents

have been occasioned thereby ; May it please your

jSIajcsty^ that it may be declared and enacted, and

be it declared and enacted, by the King's most

excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and

consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and

Commons, in this present Parliament assembled,

and by the authority of the same,—That the Re-.

presentation of the People of England, Scotland*

and Ireland separately, or united as they noir
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happily are by law into one United Kingdom,

never has been equal, nor their Representattvcs

elected by Universal Suffrage ; but that the sjid

Representation as it now stands, has in fact arisen

from old established usages and casual grants of

Franchises amended, corrected, and improved by

various Statutes, and constitutes on the whole ii

Virtual Representation of the People of this Land,

congenial to the mixed principles of the excellent

Practical Constitution of this United Kingdom,

and conducive to the Preservation of the Rights

of the People thereof, and to their general Liberty

and Happiness ; and that any attempt radi. ally or

essentially to Change or Alter the present Repre-

sentation of the People in the Commons House of

Parliament, under whatever specious pretence,

tends to Exchange that Liberty and flappiness,

founded in the Constitution of Government, which,

under Providence, has resulted from the wisdom

and been purchased by the blood of our Ancc-s-

tors, and is deservedly the admiration of the Chris-

tian World,— for the Anarchy, Misery, Bloodshed,

aiid Despotism, which have of late years unhap-

pily been prevalent in the neighbouring Kingdom

of France.
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CONCLUSION.

Egotism should be avoided ; but in a

publication of Political Principles, and in an

earnest endeavour to guard fellow Subjects

and Countrymen against a most alarming

public danger, it may surely be admitted,

without any just imputation of that fault,

for a man desirous to satisfy persons with

whom he may have public connexions, or to

whom the explanation of his public conduct

may appear proper, so far to speak of him-

self as to elucidate that conduct, especially

if he can show, or has shown, that such con-

duct is the necessary result of the decided

principles he avows to act upon. Strongly

impressed, as I have manifested myself, with

the danger of any radical innovation in res-

pect to the actual present construction of

the House of Commons, should I have acted

agreeably to public duty, had I, in the pre-

sent state of things suppressed those senti-

ments? Still more forcibly may I ask,

should I be acting agreeably to public duty,

if my political conduct should be otherwise

than in unison with those sentiments,
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founded, as I have declared and shown them

to be, on the strongest conviction and

principle ? On these questions, and on this

statement, I feel myself entitled to call

upon all those whom it may concern, parti-

cularly on such as bear friendly dispositions

towards me, and have heretofore honoured

me with their good opinion and confidence,

not to be offended with me, or to change

those friendly dispositions, or to withdraw

that good opinion and confidence, because I

cannot sacrifice fundamental public princi-

ple to local or party politics. If ever there

was a sincere Whig, I am one; I have sa-

crificed many worldly views, and I am
ready to make much greater sacrifices to

acting according to the best of my judg-

ment on Whig principles. But I cannot,

and will not sacrifice those principles them-

selves to the gratification, to the local pre-

judices, or even to the honest and deliber-

ately-formed opinions of any man or set of

men : not even of those whom from grati-

tude, attachment, and regard, I most wish

to oblige, and most wish to agree with in

sentiment. Such I explicitly declare to

them, as I have before done, to be the

ground I act upon in public matters, and

in private too; on wliich I always have
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acted, and on which, while my understand-

ing remains, I always will act.

Fiat justitia, ruat Coelum.

Consistent with principles, I trust no

man will be found more anxious to oblige,

to serve, and to agree in opinion with his

friends than I am. Some of those friends,

and other honourable characters, are favour-

able to what they consider as moderate Par-

liamentary Reform ; to such respectable

persons I wish to explain (because I am
anxious not to be misunderstood by them)

certain words of mine in the foregoing

sheets. Alluding to some coarse language

of the violent against the more moderate

advocates for Parliamentary lleform, I have

used these words—" In this opinion I can-

" not wholly disagree with these more vio-

'' lent Reformers," and shortly given rea-

sons why J could not. I have more than

once declared, and repeat my unchanged

opinion, that many of the friends in differ-

ent degrees to the measure I deprecate, j-in-

cerely mean thereby good to their country.

I certainly do think, as I have endeavoured

to prove, that in judgment they are sadly

erroneous, and that their conduct endangers

the very Constitution they wish to improve

;

which conduct, therefore, I cannot believe
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or denominate wise. To express and prove

the truth of which opinion of mine, not to

impute bad intentions to those, wliose in-

tentions I admit to be good, is all that I

meant by the passage I have been referring

to, besides observing on the coarse treat-

ment the moderate liave experienced from

their more violent brethren, because they

would not go all lengths with them, and

suggesting, that some they do not suspect

may have bad intentions.

For the reasons I have given, I do con-

scientiously think it is dangerous and wrong

at this time to exasperate the differences be-

tween Constitutional Whigs and Tories,

who on no point, I believe, more agree than

on that which I have been discussing ; in do-

ing which I hope seriously to have drawn

the attention of both the above descriptions

of friends to their country to the consider-

ation of what I have on good grounds, I

trust, much insisted on—not only that an

essential change in the present state of the

Representation is practically most danger-

ous, but also (and pointedly), that the pro-

ject of it is founded on a system neither

agreeable to the practice nor theory of our

Constitution. I dwell so much on this part

of my subject, because from observation I

G2
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am inclined to think, many, who entirely

agree with me in the practical danger of the

suggested measure of Parliamentary Reform,

are not so strongly impressed as I have

proved myself to be, and I hope I shall

have induced others to be, with a serious

conviction of mind, that it rests wholly on

a foundation inconsistent with and contrary

to the principles of the so much famed

British Constitution.

We have talked much of what the French

have done during the prevalence of their late

Revolution, and pending their multiplied

unsuccessful and ineffectual attempts to

erect a free Constitution in a moment, on al-

most wholly popular grounds. Their repeated

failure ought certainly to make its due im-

pression upon us. But it is further worthy

to be remarked in this respect, that any per-

son who will take the trouble of considering

and comparing their different plans, must

perceive, notwithstanding their broad basis

of sovereign will of the people, the French

Constitution-mongers have continually, and

I believe invariably, found themselves com-

pelled to introduce into their respective

plans some check to that sovereign will. It

is the preservation of those tried and mildly

working constitutional checks, which by
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the blessing of Providence and wisdom of our

ancestors, actually prevail in the popular

branch of our Legislature, and thence dif-

fuse themselves into the vitals of our hap-

pily-constructed political system, and which

so effectually and beneficially counteract

the wild working of this sovereign will, that

I so earnestly contend for, knowing that all

dej^nds on their preservation.

Consider now, what the French have

done, since the setting of their Revolution-

ary Comet. By the destruction of all the

little principle that subsisted in their an-

cient Government, obliged to build on new

foundations, called on to establish a free

Monarchy, they are necessarily driven to

a popular system of Representation, and

rightly also, so far as is requisite to secure

protection and good Government to the

people at large; but they obviously feel the

equal necessity of powerfully checking and

tempering in the Representation of the

People, this popular system, which they

rightly constitute an ingredient in it. This

is done by primary Assemblies electing

secondary ; and secondary others, till they

arrive at their ultimate and intended virtual

Representation of the People; into which

in order to render it trulv so, tiiev have
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judged it requisite to introduce, through

means which will be observed by inspection

and consideration of their plan, further tem-

peraments of Royal and Aristocratical in-

fluence. And this, it is to be remembered,

they have done, while they have attempted

to have a Monarch on the Throne, and an

Aristocratical third branch of the Legisla-

ture, with respectively great powers. Is it

not obvious then, either that they copy in

the popular branch of their Legislature, as

far as can be done in a new institution, the

principles, not of the hopeful projects of our

Parliamentary Reformers, but of our ac-

tually existing and long-established state of

Virtual Representation? (which if done,

they manifest a strong approbation of our

present' system), or else (which is equally-

manifesting such strong approbation), that

they are driven by plain reason and expe-

rience, without intending it, to imitate such

our system ?

Thus we perceive now, formed by the

French on the principles of our tried Con-

stitution, precisely where it differs from the

over popular and equalizing system of Re-

presentation, a Constitution which, like its

many predecessors may stand perhaps only

a trial of the day. I hope otherwise for
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their sake, and for the sake of mankind
;

and I certainly think it more likely to stand

in consequence of their wise and patriotic

attempt at Virtual rather than Equal Re-

presentation, and of their well judged en-

deavour rather to check and temper, than

pamper and inflame the sovereign will of

the people.

To pamper and inflame that will in Great

Britain and Ireland is the object of the vio-

lent Parliamentary Reformers. To effect

this their unworthy object will be the result,

if the more moderate and well intentioned

friends to Parliamentary Reform, joining

the violent, should succeed in procuring a

condemnation of the present state of our

Representation, which God forbid, there-

fore, should ever happen.

But with regard to the Constitution at

this moment established in Prance, it may
be said—It is the work of the Ultra-Royal-

ists—it is not founded in public principle

or the good of the people—it is merely an

essay to patch up the weak and rotten fa-

bric of their restored Monarchy. I am not

sufficiently acquainted with facts to discuss

the truth of any such assertions, should

they be made ; but this I know and Jiave

stated, and the history of the times will
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prove, that the Revolutionists themselves

in France were obliged to have recourse to

some expedients of the same kind, and with

the same view as the Constitutionalists have

now done. The weak efforts of these Re-

volutionists to check the dire effects of their

own system of Sovereign Will proved in-

effectual. Should French Legislators there-

fore, at the close of so tremendous a Revo-

lutionary agitation, after the experience of

the failure of so many former Constitutions

from being too popular, and of the ultimate

result of those agitations, the despotism of

Napoleon, now that an opportunity is af-

forded them, proceed somewhat further in

the counteracting of Sovereign Will, and

adopt the principle of our happily establish-

ed state of Virtual Representation, I am
not wise enough to perceive, that on this

account they are deserving of censure. On
the contrary, in this respect I judge them

worthy of the highest praise, provided they

do not reduce the popular weight too low,

of which I cannot conceive there is much

danger, commencing as they have been ob-

liged to do, in something very near Uni-

versal Suffrage. If Frenchmen can at last

act so laudably in endeavouring to bless

their country with the novelty of a good
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Government, surely Britons will be wise

enough to continue to their own country the

blessings of her well poised and long enjoyed

free and beneficial system.

As extremes are very prevalent in this

world , so while some may err from too

great a feeling of alarm at an apparent dan-

ger, others from not sufficiently considering

the nature and extent of it, may indulge

themselves in a false security, and omit the

opportunity of adopting sufficient means of

defence against a dreadful impending eviL

An immense weight of respectability, per-

vading almost every party in the state, has

unequivocally declared itself against Univer-

sal vSuffrage, as absurd, mischievous, and

subversive of the Constitution ; but the mass

of the people are not included in that weight,

and no positive principle has yet been at-

tempted to be set up against this igjiisfatuus

which misleads the multitude.

Ought it not also to be remembered, that

persons who are never-ceasingly striving for

a popular object, have a vast advantage over

those who are continually opposing it, es-

pecially if that object is the destruction of

what exists ; for if the promoters of des-

truction once succeed, their success will

j)robably be complete; as an existing good
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destroyed can very seldom, indeed, be re-at-

tained ; whereas the defenders must always

and repeatedly succeed, in order perma-

nently to preserve. Besides, the error into

which many conscientious friends to Liberty

and good Government, who have not con-

sidered the subject maturely or deeply, are

apt with the best intentions, but with the

most ruinous consequences, to fall, is that

those two excellent purposes are advanced

in proportion to increase of power in the

mass of the people ; whereas too much
power vested in that mass necessarily des-

troys their own liberty and their own good,

to promote which, not the gratification of

popular whim or pride is the object of true

patriotism. INIoreover, the actual advan-

tages arising from the present Representa-

tion of the People in Parliament are not

like the beauties of a fine picture, which

strike the eye at once with pleasure and ad-

mii^tion, nor owing to any distinguishable

symmetry in the system, but quite the re-

verse; for there is no symmetry in it, and

its advantages result out of the apparent ac-

cidental, but which I should call providen-

tial operation of checks, that are obviously

discoverable, and not without producing

other good effects are constantly operating
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on the great popular influence which exists,

and oui^ht to exist in that state of Repre-

sentation.

These principles, in my opinion, require

to be stated, asserted, and established in the

public mind, as true, wise, and just, so far

as can be done by that weight of respecta-

bility which is hostile to Universal SullVagc,

and which I sanguinely hope, on mature

consideration, will manifest itself hostile to

every system which essentially tends to that

miserable extreme. The daring manner in

which that extreme is at this time praised,

supported, and petitioned for, surely calls

for the measure I have su2[2;ested of a De-

claratory Act, condemning the principles,

if principles they can be called, on which it

attempts to stand ; and asserting those of

the existing state of the Representation, as

amongst its other good qualities vesting

sufficient power in, without conferring too

much authority on the people. This will

establish a rallying point, on which we
may defend, and will constitute substantial

ground on which we may preserve the good
we have and now enjoy. At the same lime

instead of checking rational and practical

Reforms it will afford us strength and spirit

to suggest them, to consiiler them, and to
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cany them into effect, as soon as on trial

and clue examination it shall appear, that

the greater danger of a projected radical and

fundamental change of our valuable Consti-

tution is at an end ; while, on the contrary,

so long as we continue to perceive that Con-

stitution seriously threatened, the measure

I recommend will operate as a strong test of

the dansLer, and will unite on a distinct and

firm foundation the real friends against the

real enemies of our Constitution and of our

country ; which surely the result of the late

investigations in Parliament, but just come

to my knowledge, or that of the public,

prove to be essentially requisite at this

awful crisis.
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POSTSCRIPT.
For the purpose of better understanding t'ne

foregoing sheets, it may perhaps be proper to

observe, that though the latter part of my con-

clusion was written more recently, most of the

preceding, and all the historical part of this Pub-

lication was in the Press in the end of January, or

very beginning of February, 1817.

I have used, on one occasion, a short ironical

expression, which (the context considered, to-

gether with the general tenor of my arguments

and principles), I think cannot be misunderstood.

I will prevent, however, the most remote possibi-

lity of mistake, misrepresentation or sarcasm on

this passage (page 46), "to the general destruc-

•' tion of such useless beings," 1 was ironically

meaning thereby Gctiticmen, and alluding to their

actual treatment by the vile levellers of France,

and to the unjust point of view in which the class

of Gentlemen has been calumniated, and, if some

of our own levellers' threats are to be trusted, will

be treated by that still more vile, because more in-

excusable description of persons here, ifwe do not

early and effectually counteract, dissipate, and

annihilate their infamous intrigues.

Who in this country contribute more than G\n-
tlemeu (including the Noi^ility and Clergy), to the

honest employment and beneficial management of

the Poor— to their improvement in religion and
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morals—to their relief in actual distress—or to

their comfort and advantages in every way? Who
principally maintain the numerous, spacious, and

commodious Infirmaries and Hospitals throughout

the country for their reception when ill, and for

the cure of their diseases, bodily infirmities, and

dreadful accidents ? Who, according to their

means, Suijscribe more largely to other public

Charities? ^Y\\o gratuitously dispense justice

among the Poor, or stand as mediators between

them and those Ranks in Society immediately

above them, which pressed down by the weight of

taxation for their legal maintenance, and con-

tinually eye-witnessess of their failings, must

otherwise be inclined to act harshly towards them?

Who expend in larger proportion towards the sup-

port of inferior Tradesmen, and ultimately through

them of the ^Manufacturer! In short, without

absurdly supposing that Gentlemen, as such, are

perfect, or that all Gentlemen are even virtuous

and good, is there a body of men in this Island by

whom the poor and the industrious gain more, or

whose being struck out of the order of Society,

would be a greater loss and misfortune to such

persons ?

I should be perfectly satisfied to have these last

questions determined by a jury of twelve paupers,

six resident in a country parish where there are

Gentlemen, and six in such a parish where there

are none. It is the stigmatised and acknowledged

misfortune of our sister Island, that the bulk of

her principal Nobility and Gentry do not reside
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withinherconfines, and complaints are commencing

against absentees from Great Britain. 1 no further

enter now into these last stated ([uestions or their

causes than to deprecate the condenmation of

absentee Gentlemen, connected with a desire to

ruin or destroy such as do reside, and to infer from

the condemnation of absentees, that resident Gen-

tlemen are the reverse of useless beings.

Upon the whole, therefore, how actually injuri-

. ous to the lower classes and to the country at lari^c,

as avowedly to gentlemen themselves, is any mad

and wicked cry against this deserving, useful, and

most respectable class of the community ?

In speaking of the heretofore indefinite duration

of Parliaments, as it no Avay affected my argument,

I have not noticed that Parliaments were hereto-

fore dissolved by demise of the Crown, and still

are, with the exception of continuing, or (should

there be no Parliament in existence on such an

event) of the last Parliament being revived for six

mouths after such demise, if not previously dis-

solved by prerogative.
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